
 MEETINGS: Anytime a quorum of directors meet, it is considered a board meeting. All such meetings must be noticed 
and open* to the members. (* One meeting where the board meets with the attorney to discuss an upcoming lawsuit 
can be closed.) There are four basic meetings- Members’ meeting or annual meetings, board of directors meetings, 
committee meetings, and a meeting of directors where there is not a quorum present.  

 

26. Not long ago, the subject of one of your columns addressed on owner’s right to speak at a meeting of the board of directors. 
Could you readdress this question again? RO- Bellaire Beach 

First, I recommend that the board adopt policies for the members to speak at board and members meetings. Members are 
allowed to speak at meeting with limitations. Those limitations are that the member must address agenda items only and they can 
be limited to a strict time limit for their discussion. One of the best policies I have seen required that the member sign in with the 
secretary in advance of the meeting call to order. This association posted the agenda in advance of the meeting with a synopsis of 
any motion that was to be brought before the directors. An owner wishing to render his or her opinion was required to present 
the secretary their name before the meeting was called to order. When the agenda item was under discussion and after a motion 
had been made, seconded, and the directors had discussed the motion, then those members that had given their name to the 
secretary would be allowed one three to five minute period to address the motion. Once the members had spoken, the directors 
were allowed a brief final discussion prior to voting. The time limit is critical to limit drawn out meetings. I further suggest that 
member not be allowed to create new questions or subjects during the business of the meetings. It is best to allow the members 
new questions and problems to be presented after the meeting has been adjourned. Under no circumstances should the board 
take any action to make and approve motions that are not agenda items. If an owner has a question directed at a board member, 
I suggest that the answer be delayed until the board has a chance to review the situation and it may be the next meeting before 
the answer is given. If an owner wants to address the board or has a problem that should be discussed, they should be required to 
send a letter well in advance of the meeting. It may be two weeks or longer in advance of the meeting to allow time for the item to 
be researched and included in the agenda. Membership meetings have similar solutions but members, not board members, 
dominate the meeting. They should be required to send a letter in advance of the meeting notice if they wish to add a subject to 
the agenda and the only items to be discussed are the agenda items. Again, it would be in the best interest to allow a general 
discussion period and again limit the time the member can talk. Allowing one member to control the meeting is unfair to the 
other members. If a matter is important, then it is worth writing. Then the letter or report can be distributed to those that can take 
action. It may mean posting it on the bulletin board or sending it with the meeting notice. The key factors are allowing limited 
discussion and control, where and when members can talk, and have it in writing in advance so there are no surprises.  

 

27. Is there a legal way of having an abusive person or persons removed from a Directors meeting? MO- Clearwater 

There are several steps that can be taken. For the most severe situation, you can call the police to remove the person or have off-
duty police at the meeting to help control any problems. You can have security guards perform the same function. You can have 
your attorney write a letter to the member and warn that if they do not conform to meeting rules, a court action will be taken to 
limit their access to the meetings. Less severe actions include having a plan to adjourn the meeting. Have a signal planned to 
have one of the board members make a motion to adjourn the meeting. Immediately have the board approve the motion and then 
stand up and walk out of the meeting. I do not like to have a member appointed as Sergeant of Arms because it can result in 
confrontation between members but it is a solution. Another answer is to plan an agenda item to allow the person to talk for a 
limited time. The key to all the solutions is to teach a lesson that the agenda must be followed and that one person cannot control 
the meeting or the agenda. 

 

28. Members of our board of directors scheduled a board meeting without informing our president because they wanted to name 
another president. She did not learn of this until she saw the notice posted in the various buildings. Is it possible for other board 
members to schedule a meeting without informing the president? Also, the notice said No open forum discussion on this meeting. 



Our manager and Secretary were not present and I do not believe any minutes were taken. Could you provide your thoughts on 
this action? MO- Coral Gables 

Your bylaws should provide information who can call a board meeting. Most bylaws will provide that a majority of directors can 
call a meeting. As such, the meeting must be posted with an agenda and minutes taken. At the meeting, a new president can be 
elected by the majority of the directors. The directors can change or remove an officer but they cannot remove a director. When 
the meeting was called, all board members should have been notified and given the opportunity to address the situation. A better 
solution rather than chastising the President, they should have asked her to resign as the president and save the embarrassment 
of being removed. 

 

29. For a number of years our condominium board of directors has been chosen from the attending owners at the annual meeting. 
We recently hired a management company that says we have been electing our directors incorrectly and it requires two mailings. 
In addition, the attending members do not get to nominate the directors from the floor and vote for them at the annual meeting. 
There is much grumbling and indignation over this change. Can you help with any information on this subject? PA- Dania Beach 

FS 718.112 says that after January 1, 1992 the directors shall be elected by written ballot that is mailed to all members. 
Apparently, your association did not update their procedures as required by the Statute amendments. While I would not worry 
about past elections, I would make immediate changes to the elections from this point forward. I would also pose the question to 
the association attorney as to the correct meeting notices and election procedures. The Statutes allow for the members to change 
the statutory election requirements but before you make the changes, I would suggest that you give the new system a chance. The 
changes were made by the State to eliminate complaints of election shams. The procedures are good and they do work. 

 

30. At the BOD Annual Meeting of the Homeowners Association, I want a subject placed on the ballot for a vote by the residents. 
What is the procedure? Can a resident make this request? OS- Ocala 

You must put your request in writing and submit it to the board of directors. I would suggest that you recruit the support of a 
board member to sponsor the suggestion. The board must process the request in a board meeting for approval to be added to the 
agenda and placed on the ballot. It is not one of those last minute things. Keep in mind that if you are planning to request a 
change in your Covenants, Documents, or other legal documents; an attorney should review the proposed change and submit a 
final draft of the amendments. Sufficient time is required to communicate and notice the proposed change. Some suggestions that 
you feel the members should vote on may not be proper. As an example, you cannot limit the amount of the maintenance fees or a 
special assessment, as that is a duty of the board. Also, personal objectives and purposes should not be voted on. Such issues as 
allowing a commercial venture, in which you are involved to use the common areas would be considered improper. The board 
should first review the proposed change and it may be a request that can be approved by the board at a board meeting rather 
than having the members vote on the issue. 

 

31. I know that there are differences in requirements for organizing and conducting the boards of condominium associations and 
homeowners associations. I liked your instructions on protocol for running a condominium board meeting and as the newly 
elected president of a HOA, would you give any different or further advice for HOA's? Our posted agenda is not nearly as 
detailed as you suggest in your column, but has always been, after the routine opening and reports of officers and committees, 
simply Old Business and New Business. Generally, any motions that are presented come as a result of the discussion in the 
meeting. We allow discussion from the floor at any point. I would greatly appreciate your guidance. GU- Coconut Creek 

To be quite frank, there is very little difference between condominium and HOA board meeting procedures. When there are 
differences, they will be found in the bylaws for the association. To properly conduct a board meeting, you should list the items to 
be discussed under each agenda item. Failure to do so could invalidate any motions or decisions because proper notice was not 
provided to the members and the board members. You must first properly prepare the items to be discussed at the meeting and 



draft an agenda with these items. During the meeting, follow the agenda items. On my web page, www.TalkWithCAM.com I have 
a very good podcast on Roberts Rule and Parliamentary procedures.  

 

32. At our last annual meeting, one resident proposed a regulation to charge any owner a fee for using the clubhouse. The motion 
was voted on and approved with little or no discussion. At the next board meeting, the board announced that the motion was 
improper and not enforceable. Can an owner make a valid motion at an annual meeting? RO- St. Petersburg 

Few motions cannot be brought to the floor at an annual meeting unless the item is on the agenda. Owners must understand that 
they cannot stand and make a motion to change the rules without the item being on the agenda. This requires advance notice and 
publication of the expected changes. An absent owner could raise the objection that if they knew of the expected changes, they 
would have attended the meeting. In other words, you cannot make changes without proper notice. Changes to rules must have 
advance notice with full disclosure to all the owners. The matter should be reviewed by the association attorney and discussed at 
board meeting prior to the members meeting. It may even require a special ballot or proxy for the voting. 

 

33. If the directors are invited to a cocktail party, can association questions be discussed? Is there a difference between home 
owners associations and condo associations regarding this matter? BR- Miami 

Both condominiums and homeowner association directors follow similar laws. In FS 718.112 (condominiums) and FS 720.303 
(HOA) have almost the same requirements. They do not limit social events where the directors attend. There are limitations to 
such social events. The first is that association business cannot be discussed. If it is discussed, then a quorum of directors cannot 
be present. Directors are people and owners. They should not have their rights to attend social events taken away just because 
they are directors. A foursome, a quorum, can play a round of golf as long as business is not discussed.   

 

34. I am the president of a condominium. Our treasurer has recently resigned and I am acting treasurer. We have an issue that we 
need to vote. Can I vote twice, one as president and once as treasurer? RO- Tampa 

No. Officers never vote at board meeting. Only Directors vote. Since you are a Director, you get one vote. If the treasurer 
resigned as a Director, the board must elect a new Director to fill the vacant spot. 

 

35. Both chapters 719 and 720 of the FL statutes specifically deny proxies at Board of Directors meetings. Could you please 
explain this and the background of this ruling? BF- Orlando 

Attorney Daniel Perry writes, “I was not involved in the drafting of either of these statutes but doesn't this just make sense? You 
elected the board members to represent YOUR interests. One way to force the board to discharge its fiduciary duty to you and 
the other home owners is to prohibit proxies. Then the board members must attend (even if by telephone).” When the board 
member exercises the fiduciary duty, they are responsible for their actions. Responsibility cannot be delegated or transferred to 
another person. Power of attorney is another document that cannot be used by directors to transfer the duties and responsibility 
to another person.  

 

36. We moved into a homeowner association last years. We attended our first annual meeting to elect the Board of Directors. The 
board holds monthly meetings. At the election of the Board of Directors we were allowed to talk, but now the rules have 
changed. In order to speak at any meeting, we must call the management company a week before the meeting and tell them what 
we would like to speak about, and wait for the management company to put us on the agenda. Management contacts the President 
of the Board of Directors to tell him what we want to talk about. Why can not we talk to the people we elected at a meeting? 
What if at that meeting something is brought up that we might have a question or a suggestion? Do we have to wait a month and 
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try to get on the agenda to talk? Are all Board of Director meetings run like this in Florida? There is no communication, we can 
not talk to the Board and the Management Company discourages putting us on the agenda. NE- Winter Garden 

There are two basic type meetings, the annual meeting for members to elect the directors and to discuss business of the 
association and the board of directors meeting for the directors to conduct business. Neither of these meeting is the place for a 
member to stand and ask questions or register complaints. The ways for any owner to register information or ask questions is in 
advance of the meeting and do it in writing. An association is not a democratic government wherein the operational power is 
vested in all the owners. Associations, like our United States Government, are a republic where the elected directors govern. You 
would not go to the State Capital and stand and discuss a problem at the meeting of the State Senators. No, you would try to 
write letters to the elected official. Well, your association is the same way. Members attending a board meeting need to 
understand that the meeting is being conducted to make business decisions brought before the board. To make wise decisions, 
each director needs to review and study motions in advance of the meeting. No motion or question should be voted or resolved 
unless the question is on the agenda and support information is attached. 

 

37. Why can't our association Board hold a meeting, not to discuss business, but to discuss issues that are causing hostilities 
within the board? It seems that there is no way to discuss these problems without "washing dirty laundry" in front of our 
shareholders! Thanks for your help. SKY-Tampa 

The board can hold a meeting on clearing up problems. That would be the business for the meeting and the agenda item. Such a 
meeting can only make the problem worse. I have other recommendations to help such as never use names at a meeting, but use 
unit number or lot number. It helps to depersonalize meetings and keeps remarks non-personal. Another way is to formalize the 
meeting by calling everyone Mr. or Ms., never first names. Make sure that all the board members have the agenda and the 
meeting information well in advance of the meeting. Have a rule or meeting policy that voices can not be raised or the use of bad 
language. Make time that each director has a way to have their input added to the agenda. If the directors are well prepared with 
information and know that they have part of the agenda, the meeting will be better controlled. There are many other tricks to help 
attitudes but it takes work and the desire to change. Without those qualities, no meeting to air out problems will help. 

 

38. Recently, you answered a question about owners talking at meetings. In Chapter 718.112(2)(c), it says- Meetings of the board 
of administration…shall be open to all unit owners. The right to attend such meetings includes the right to speak at such meetings 
with reference to all designated agenda items. The impression left by your response is that owners may not interrupt the business 
of the board, but if the matter under discussion is on the agenda, it seems clear that owners may speak out on the subject. Is this 
correct? KE- Marco Island 

Your text is correct except that there is a second sentence in this section which reads- The association may adopt written 
reasonable rules governing the frequency, duration, and manner of unit owner statements. My point was that the board should 
have meeting procedure policies established to limit how, when and the duration of any owner’s discussion. The policy should 
not prevent an owner from speaking but should limit the time and method when they speak. I believe that any owner should be 
able to present their views on most subjects in less than three minutes. If you have ten owners wishing to speak, that will total up 
to 30 minutes. The question is how long should the board meetings take? I believe that most meeting should only last one hour or 
so. If the meeting is longer, you lose interest of most owners and you need to evaluate why. If you let the owners talk without 
controls, the meeting can go on for hours. Most of the time owners address the board without controls; their ideas are 
unorganized and are not properly presented. If you require advance notice of addressing the board and limit their time to less 
than three minutes by policy, they will better prepare and make better presentations. There is an old saying, Prior Planning 
Prevents Poor Performance. Pass a meeting policy to allow owners to address the board in an orderly manner and limit their 
time.  

 

39. Who presides over the organizational meeting to appoint new officers? Once the appointments are made, does this person still 
preside over the meeting or turn it over to the newly elected president? RO-Naples 



It does not matter who calls the meeting to order and who presides and conducts the meeting. The only real consideration is that 
the meeting be properly and fairly conducted and the majority agrees with the selection of the chairperson. I suggest that the 
outgoing president or the manager act as the chairperson. Since there should be limited business conducted at the organizational 
board meeting, the agenda should probably only list the election of the new officers and to schedule the next board meeting. After 
the election of the officers, the chairperson could yield the chair to the newly elected president or retain the chair and adjourn 
the meeting. Who ever chairs the meeting, should make sure that someone acts as the secretary and records the minutes. It is 
easy for the chairperson to ask some one present, even the retiring secretary, to record the minutes.  

 

40. At different fraternal and association meetings I have attended, the last item on the agenda is good and welfare. I had never 
heard anyone speak on this item until I attended a meeting, (for the first time), of our association. When the good and welfare 
came up, any individual was allowed to speak up to one minute about anything, be it a complaint, a concern, a question etc. But it 
could not be rebutted or questioned by anyone in the audience, and no member of the board responded to them. It appeared that it 
was just an opportunity to allow the attendees to get things off their chest. Could you please tell me your understanding of this 
agenda item and how it is supposed to be utilized at an association meeting? PA- Dade City 

Stop thinking of your association meeting as a place for social or civic exchanges, your association is a business with 
responsibilities. I do not like to have a time in meetings where members can get up and complain or give an opinion. I do not 
think it is a vehicle to register their gripes or try to persuade others on personal agendas. In addition, most bylaws have a 
published agenda that the board should follow. Most document agendas do not have a place for members to openly discuss their 
problems or thank a member for doing a good job. I recommend that where possible, the document agenda should be followed. 
Remember, association meetings are to discuss business and only the business which has been published in the agenda. I urge 
members that have problems, questions, or want a change to write the board of directors and request that the issue be discussed 
at the next meeting. It is a board’s decision if they want to hear from the members at meetings in an open forum or in your case, 
good and welfare. If the board wants to allow the member to speak, I suggest that they close, adjourn the meeting and open the 
floor to the members. This way no decision on a question can be finalized nor can a board member can be put on the spot by a 
harassing question or remark. In addition, if a member does not wish to hear member’s remarks or complaints, they can get up 
and leave. I look at open members’ discussion as an invitation for taking pot-shots at board members. I recognize that the board 
members are volunteers and need to be sheltered from those who have opposition that may humiliate one of the volunteers. It is 
not the place for members to present there viewpoints. 

 

 SUNSHINE LAWS VS. ASSOCIATIOIN LAWS: Sunshine laws involve government agencies. While associations are 
not involved with sunshine laws, they have their own laws involving business meetings being open to the members. 
Please note that anytime the directors meet to discuss association business and a quorum of directors are present, it is 
a meeting and must be noticed and open to the members. 

 

41. We live in a subdivision operated as an association. We elect the directors that enforce the documents. They have open 
meeting to comply with the Sunshine Laws. However, we have a Golf Course Association, Inc. and would like to know if the 
golf course association needs to comply with the same sunshine laws? LE- Ft. Meyers 

Sunshine Laws apply to government and not associations. However there are other Laws that do apply that are similar to the 
sunshine laws. I suggest that all meetings where a quorum of directors is present be formally conducted, properly noticed, and 
open to the members. 

 

42. You recently stated that HOAs are not subject to the Sunshine Laws. We live in a condominium, so our association operates 
under FS 718. It seems that many of those provisions track the Sunshine Laws. Is it not the intention of many of the FS 718 



requirements to bring about greater accountability to the members of the association? The president of our association continues 
to maintain that board meetings are really only for the directors and discourages membership participation. GE-Clearwater 

Many letters have been received about understanding the Sunshine Laws and association operations. Government bodies operate 
under the Sunshine Laws FS 286.011. Associations operate under different Statutes, FS 718, FS 719, and FS 720. These laws are 
similar to the Sunshine Laws, however they allow less than a quorum to conduct on-going business for the association. As to your 
question about board meetings, there are different types of meetings and different procedures required. A members’ meeting 
allows the members to become more involved and have a vote on the matters on the agenda. Board meetings are for the board to 
conduct business. While members may address the board on agenda items, the board can limit the members speaking time. 
Members do not vote and no subject can be discussed unless it is on an agenda item and they must be recognized by the 
chairperson. The key to legal meetings is quorum of directors. Business decisions and policies must be approved at board 
meeting where there is a quorum of directors present. Daily and on-going business can be conducted by the officers as long as a 
quorum of directors is not present. An example would be to have two officers present to sign checks and pay the bills. If they do 
not constitute a quorum, they can meet without notice and finalize the business.  

 

43. Does the Sunshine Law cover the operation of condominium board meetings, committee meetings or does it cover only 
government? KB- St. Petersburg 

The Florida Sunshine Law, FS 286.011, involves only government bodies. The answer is that the Sunshine Law does not involve 
associations. However, the condominium act and the homeowners act has sections that says that anytime a quorum of directors 
meet to discuss association business, it is considered a board meeting and must be noticed and open to the members. Less than a 
quorum can meet, conduct business, and make limited decisions. In other words, the president and treasurer can meet and sign 
checks to pay expenses, given that your board has more than three directors. Directors can call and talk on telephones phones, 
they can send emails, or perform day-to-day business. The key is quorum. 

 

44. In reference to your answer regarding the Sunshine Law, please clarify what action a non-quorum of board members can take 
as opposed to a vote from the complete board. Second, please describe the limited action that can be taken by a non-quorum by 
giving a practical example. BE- Miami Beach 

The following examples consider that your board has five or more directors since less than quorum is the key to private meeting. 
The directors at board meetings cannot conduct every business action required to operate the association. I often use the term, 
day-to-day business to define association business that must be performed daily or weekly between board meetings. That is the 
primary duty of the officers. One example is to sign checks where two officers meet in the office to approve the invoices and sign 
checks. They have the authority to pay the bills by motions previously approved or recurring expenses approved within the 
budget such as electric costs. Another would be where a property inspection takes place and less than quorum of directors carry 
out an inspection. Another would be to meet to interview prospective new residents or meet with owners with problems. It would 
include committee meetings where less than a quorum of directors and committee members meets to provide answers to the other 
board members. There can be a pre-meeting to discuss the agenda with only part of the board attending, less than a quorum. The 
president and other officers would review the upcoming business that needs to be discussed at the next board meeting and 
complete the agenda and meeting package. An exception would be a planning or committee meeting to prepare the budget must 
be an open meeting for the members to attend.  

 

45. I feel that I understand most of the laws concerning our association’s operations, but I am unsure of the involvement with the 
sunshine law as it pertains to our board. Can boards meet without being open if there is no discussion of money in any fashion? 
JW- Naples 

 A- Both HOA and condominium statutes have requirements (FS 718.112 and FS 720.303) that anytime a quorum of 
directors gather to discuss association business the meeting must be conducted as a board meeting and open to the members. 



Finances and money, are only part of this equation. The term business, as listed in the statutes, is a much larger area of interest 
as it includes any discussion of association operations. Unless the board gathers for a social, if they have a quorum and discuss 
any business of the association, it must be considered a board meeting. 

 


